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__________ 2020 
 
 
 
Contact Name or Human Resources 
Company Name 
Address 
City, ST Zip 
 
Re: Job Title 
 
Dear Hiring Manager: 
 
As a knowledgeable, experienced enterprise sales engineering professional with a never ending ambition of creating 
long-term value for customers through technical solution design and new product development, I am applying for the 
position of _______________ with enthusiasm. My interests and experience fit well with the qualifications that you are 
seeking, and this position is an opportunity for me to bring seasoned expertise to the table while contributing to 
company objectives.  
 
I offer 16+ years of combined experience managing engineering and product technology sales processes. Starting my 

own business at 17 and working for a large enterprise by age 20 has given me a broad perspective of information 

technology and the end customer. Since founding my business, I have gained deep knowledge in start-up ecosystems 

as well as supporting, mentoring, and acting as business angel focusing on B2B and SaaS models. 

My experience also includes designing one of the largest UC environments in Europe for 300K users and architecting 

a UC portfolio platform for 200K. Subsequently, as a service provider, I was a lead for the sales engineering and 

project management team for a global company. Strong business acumen, diverse technology experience, and a 

passion for solving problems while keeping customers happy drives my ambition to become a CTO, while fully 

realizing the value in being an individual team contributor as well as a leader. 

Additionally, you will find me easy to work with, friendly, and adaptable to fit right into your business culture, as I am a 

people-person who delivers exceptional service to both internal and external customers. I am very interested in this 

position and the [Firm Name’s] focus on ____________ and would welcome the opportunity to contribute my expertise 

while learning more about the organization, and I am eager to find out about next steps in the hiring process.  

 
Thank you very much for your consideration. You may contact me any time at +5555555555. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
 
 
John Doe 

 


